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1. Overview 

The 2019 Tsinghua-Princeton-Combustion Institute Summer School (hereafter, the Summer 

School) was successfully held on the campus of Tsinghua University in Beijing during July 14-19, 

2019. The following invited lectures, delivered by world-renowned lecturers, were offered: 

Structure and Dynamics of Combustion Wave, by Professor Paul Clavin, Aix-Marseille Université, 

France; Nonsteady Combustion Physics in Flows, by Professor Vigor Yang, Georgia Institute of 

Technology, USA; Advanced Laser Diagnostics in Turbulent Combustion, by Professor Andreas 

Dreizler, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany; Combustion Chemistry, by Dr. Philippe 

Dagaut. The lectures were scheduled for Monday to Friday (July 15 to 19); with each course 

comprising 750 minutes of lecture materials. The Summer School this year had 390 participants 

from academic institutions and industrial companies 

spanning nine countries, featured several well-attended 

extracurricular activities including an art museum tour, 

welcome reception, academic salon, poster session, career 

panel, campus tour, outdoor farewell banquet (new), and lab 

tour. Due to the ongoing dormitory renovation at Tsinghua, a 

limited number of on-campus hotel rooms was reserved for 

participants who were in need. Several places with close 

proximity and reasonable cost were listed for all participants 

to consider. On-campus buses were arranged to help 

commuting from the campus gate to on-campus restaurants 

and classrooms on a daily basis. Feedbacks from the 

participants this year were largely satisfactory. The following 

sections provide more detailed statistics and description for 

the Summer School this year. 

 

2. Statistics of Participants 

The recorded history of number of participants in the Summer School since 2012 is shown in 

Figure 1. The number of participants grew from 302 in 2012 to 425 in 2016 and has stabilized in 

the range of 370-390 beyond 2017. As shown, the primary participants in 2019 were still the 

graduate (and a few undergraduate) students (336/390, 86%). Delegates from industry was 14 

(3.5%) and non-Mainland Chinese attendance increased from 19 in 2018 to 21 in 2019, although 

the overall percentage decreased from 3.5% to 3.1%. These non-Chinese students came from eight 
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different countries (regions), which was the same as in 2017. Table 1 and 2 provide the detailed 

numbers for the history of statistics. 

 

 

Table 1. Statistics on Types of Participates 

Type of Participants Number of Participants in the year 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019     

Seven 

Year 

Sum 

Eight Year Sum 

Graduate Students (with a few 

undergraduates) 
243 222 301 309 340 328 326 336 2405(82%) 

Postdocs, Faculties and Research 

Specialists in Universities and 

Research Organizations 

49 76 58 48 69 55 30 40 425(14 %) 

R & D Engineers in Industries 
10 14 25 12 16 13 16 14 120( 4%) 

Total 302 312 384 369 425 396 372 390   2950 

 

 

Figure 1. Evolution of the number of participants in the Tsinghua-Princeton Summer School and other major 

CI-supported Summer Schools since 2012. 
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Table 2. Statistics on Country of Participates’ Affiliation 

Country of 

Affiliation 

Number of Participants in the year Continent of 

Affiliation 

Number of 

Participants 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Eight Year 

Sum 

China (Mainland)  284 286 361 328 402 364 353 369 2747 

Asia 2895 

China Hong Kong  1 4 7 3 4  1 20 

China Taiwan 2        2 

Japan  9 9 3 7 5 4 5 1 43 

Korea  7 7 5 11 4 2 2 8 46 

Saudi Arabia  5 1 3 1 1  2 13 

Israel   3      3 

India   3 1 1 4 1  10 

Iran    1 1 4   6 

Pakistan       1  1 

Singapore       4  4 

Australia  1  4  2   7 Oceania 7 

USA    1 3 2  3 3 12 
North 

America 
17 

Canada    1 1 1 2  5 

Chile      1   1 South 

America 

1 

UK   2 1 3 2   8 

Europe 29 

France  1   1      2 4 

Germany     1 1  1 3 

Denmark   1      1 

Sweden    2  3   5 

Romania  1       1 

Russia      2   2 
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Holland        3 3 

Italy      1   1 

Norway       1  1 

Egypt  1       1 Africa 1 

Sum: Outside of 

Mainland China 

18 26 23 41 23 32 19 21  203   

Total 302 312 384 369 425 396 372 390 2950   

 

    Recognizing that the CI had extended sponsorship to various geographical areas since 2015, see 

Figure 2, the slight reduction of international participation is to be expected and indeed is a positive 

testimonial of the CI’s decision. In particular, with the launch of KAUST and Australian Summer 

Schools in 2018 and Cambridge and Asia-Pacific Summer Schools in 2019, our Summer School has 

basically sustained its level of participation, with only slight reduction from Australia, UK, Chile, and 

Iran (cf. Table 2). It is also significant to note that our participants also include those from countries in 

which combustion research is traditionally strong and summer schools are offered either on-site or 

nearby, e.g. USA, Saudi Arabia, France, Germany, thereby substantiating the quality and unique value 

of our Summer School. Indeed, we note with a sense of satisfaction that since 2012, our Summer 

School has included 2950 participants, from 26 countries/regions, of all five continents. The Institute 

 

Figure 2. Geographical distribution of CI-suponsored summer schools. 
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should also take considerable pride in being a sponsoring partner of this worthy nurturing enterprise 

of the combustion community.  

 

3. Program Schedule 

The program for 2019 was based on the successful experience and feedbacks from previous years. 

On July 19, all participants arrived Beijing and registered at the Lee Shau Kee Building of Tsinghua 

University. Delegate packages containing printed course materials (two selected courses for each 

participant), a program booklet, a campus guide, one on-campus canteen card, and invoice for 

reimbursement were distributed to the pre-registered attendees. All materials were in English. On-site 

registration was also available. During the registration, posters from all the research groups in the 

Center for Combustion Energy (CCE) at Tsinghua University were displayed to celebrate the 

commencement of the event. Students were recommended to visit the Tsinghua Art Museum during 

their spare time before the welcome reception. The welcome reception began at 6 pm with Prof. C.K. 

Law delivering the welcoming speech on behalf of the Tsinghua University and the Combustion 

Institute, followed by Prof. Paul Clavin. On behalf of all the lecturers. The buffet that followed was 
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sumptuous, delicious, and appreciated by all!  

The lectures took place at the First Teaching Building of Tsinghua University from July 15 to 19 

(Monday to Friday). Parallel morning courses were scheduled for Structure and Dynamics of 

Combustion Waves (Clavin) and Nonsteady Combustion Physics in Flows (Yang) and afternoon for 

Advanced Laser Diagnostics in Turbulent Combustion (Dreizler) and Combustion Chemistry (Dagaut). 

Each student had to complete one course in the morning and one in the afternoon in order to complete 

the program and receive the certificate. Each class had 2-3 volunteer students assisting with the 

equipment and the complete lectures were video-recorded by professionally. A group picture taking 

was taken on Monday (July 19) following the afternoon class. 

 An academic salon allowed the individual 

lecturers to host a table for lunch on Tuesday (July 

20). Because the seats were limited, participants 

who were interested in joining the lunch were 

asked to complete a short survey. Questions 

included “expectation from the course”, “brief 

introduction of your research area”, “difficulties 

encountered in your research,” “current important 

issues or technical problems in combustion 

areas,”…etc. The list of invited students was finalized basing on their answers and preference of the 

lecturers. The local organizers provided invitation cards (selected Tsinghua postcards) for the lecturer 

to invite the students during the class breaks. Each lecturer invited at least nine students in the class 

and then had their lunch at the Xi Chun Yuan Restaurant on campus. This event is not included on the 
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general schedule shown in Fig. 3 because it was limited to around 36 Summer School participants who 

were eventually invited. 

This year, the Tsinghua campus tour held on July 16 (Tuesday) was attended by nearly 200 

Summer School participants. They were divided into groups of 15-20 with one campus tour guide and 

several student volunteers were assigned to each group according to their language needs. The campus 

tour covered several historical buildings along the founding history of Tsinghua University and 

important historical sites since 1911. International and domestic students learned the academic spirit 

of Tsinghua University and how it survived throughout the chaotic years of the early New China.   

A poster session was scheduled on July 17 (Wednesday) after dinner. Posters from more than 10 

research institutes were displayed and attended before the career panel. The career panel was hosted 

by Prof. Chung K. Law, Prof. Kai Hong Luo, and Prof. Yu Cheng Liu of the CCE. This event was 

attended mostly by senior graduate students and young researchers. The discussion included the 

moment and the background of true scientific breakthrough, critical thinking, struggles in personal 

careers, and directions of new combustion technologies. These questions were mostly from the 

graduate students, with encouragements for the participation from the female students.  

The farewell reception organized this year aimed to significantly create opportunities between 

the lecturers and the Summer School participants. In previous years, the farewell receptions took place 

in a restaurant, with each table consisted of only ten people. Participants tended to sit with those whom 
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they know well and as such opportunities for further networking was not optimally facilitated. This 

year the event was held at Yang Shu Lin Square, which is an outdoor scenic rest area recently renovated 

by the university. The event was serenaded by Chinese music performed by the Traditional Tsinghua 

Chinese Music Club, setting in an enlightened atmosphere. An outdoor buffet was the provided 

following speeches by Professors Law and Dreizler, and Dr. Dagaut. Research posters from the 

participants and Tsinghua research groups were also placed, allowing further communications.  

At the picnic we also organized a QUIZ game participated by the lecturers and students. Students 

were requested to sign up with a lecturer’s team. Each team consisted of six students who competed 

to answer the questions related to the Summer School, e.g. mainly combustion knowledge, some were 

about summer school itself or the lecturer. Lecturers could help answering the questions if needed. 

The game went through around 60 questions on powerpoint slides prepared by the CCE students 

according to this year’s course material. The winning team made their lecturer team leader eligible to 

select the souvenirs prior to others, and the team members also received souvenirs from the Tsinghua 

Art Museum. This game served the purpose of making an exam to evaluate for the lecturers and also 

facilitated fun participation of the Summer School. Through this special arrangement, we observed 

that students were more willing to stay for networking, especially with the lecturers and faculty 

members from other institutes. 
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  Friday (July 19) was the last day of lecture. We handed out the group picture taken on Monday 

and the program certificate endorsed by the two lecturers from whom the participant took the course. 

By the end of each lecture, a CCE faculty were assigned to properly end the entire lecture and group 

picture from a class was taken. The electronic version of the group pictures were sent to all Summer 

School participants through the chat room. The CCE laboratory tour was scheduled on Saturday (July 

20). Nearly 200 Summer School participants were divided into groups of 10-15 people, each led by a 

CCE student volunteer for the tour. Each laboratory has a senior graduate student touring the recently 

development of experimental apparatus and scientific problems of interest. Detailed arrangement can 

be found in Fig. 3.  
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Figure 3. Program schedule of the 2019 Tsinghua-Princeton CI Summer School. 
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4. Feedback from participants: 

An online survey was requested during the breaks of Friday class. Students scanned the QR 

code shown on the projector screen to fill out the survey on their cellphones. The questions were 

designed to collect feedbacks in terms of the individual’s prior educational background, overall 

organization of the Summer School, course difficulties and suggestions for the future topics or 

improvement. This year 80 feedbacks were collected. Most feedbacks came from students who 

participated our Summer School for the first time. Figure 4 shows the distribution of participants 

who submitted the feedbacks. Feedbacks related to courses were forwarded to the lecturers and 

suggestions for the organization were summarized by future considerations.  

In general, the Summer School participants felt that they have learned many aspects of 

combustion sciences, e.g. background, style of thinking, design idea, basic research methods, and 

mathematical principles. Most feedbacks were very positive about the lectures. For course 

difficulties, 53 perceived “intermediate”, 3 “easy”, and the 24 “hard”. Regarding the possible 

improvements that could be made for the lectures, about 1/3 of the students indicated language 

difficulty and wished that the lecturing speed could be slower. Specific requests for the course 

contents include “add more examples for real applications” and “too many things to cover in a 

week”. Specific topics that the participants suggested for the future include: plasma assisted 

combustion, prediction of thermoacoustic instabilities, combustion simulation, fire science, and 

explosion/detonation. 

In summary, the feedbacks for the overall organization were overwhelmingly positive, with 

46 students thought the organization was “excellent”, and the rest were all “good”. Suggestions for 

the organization include many “none”, “it’s all good”, “volunteers are good”, “very satisfying” 

with few valuable ones: “make the classroom closer”, “lodging location” and “maybe distribute 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of current statuses from the submitted feedbacks. 
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the material before the Summer School starts.”  

 

Thoughts from the Organizers: 

This year the local organizers increased the effort to attract more international students. 

Advertisements were sent to all local session chairs for them to distribute. Furthermore, the 

Summer School poster was displayed during the 11th US National Combustion Meeting in 

Pasadena, CA, March, 2019.  

A challenging issue with this year’s Summer School is the on-campus lodging. In past years 

we were able to provide graduate/undergraduate dormitories for the participants at a very low cost. 

The quality of those dormitories was somewhat mediocre by international standards of highly-

developed countries such as the US and those in the Western Europe; this has resulted in complaints 

from the feedbacks. Since dormitories were mostly not available this year, we had reserved 30 

twin-bed rooms (shared by 60 people) at some on-campus hotels at a reasonable rate to help those 

who are elder or need assistance. The rest of the participants were referred to selected off-campus 

hotels. Since the classrooms are located at the center of the campus, we have arranged a daily bus 

(that can accommodate 60 people) from the campus gate to the breakfast canteen and the 

classrooms. Through individual communications with the participants, the expectations for lodging 

could be very different: some are cost first and some are quality first. Because of the large size of 

the Tsinghua campus, convenient walking accessibility of the classrooms has been a challenge to 

some, and is an issue that needs to be addressed.  

This year we promoted using “Wechat” groups for offline discussions, document sharing, and 

announcements. This offered an efficient means for networking since all Chinese participants have 

been using it. We made sure that the non-Chinese participants know how to simply use the 

necessary function during the Summer School. All official announcements in the Wechat groups 

were made using both Chinese and English everyday. There were also Chinese participants who 

showed much interest in interacting with foreign participants and helped with some local errands. 

In addition, CCE organizers and student volunteers were in the group to provide care and helps 

using English. 
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A new approach to facilitate more networking this year was the outdoor banquet on Thursday 

evening. Many non-Chinese participants (and lecturers) were particularly attracted by the 

traditional Chinese music performance. This demonstrated a unique opportunity for multi-cultural 

experience at Tsinghua, especially for those non-Chinese participants. The buffet-style dining with 

standing tables and research posters further created an open environment for networking. During 

the banquet, lecturers blended in with all participants for more discussion. The QUIZ game was 

implemented because we found that the lecturers would like to know more about how much the 

students had understood throughout the classes and more opportunities were needed for lecturers 

to network with all participants. The organizers and CCE student volunteers (many attended the 

lectures) spent much time to prepare and rehearse for the QUIZ game, including sound effects and 

powerpoint questions. The questions were mostly from the lecture materials. Some were created 

around the Summer School or by the lecturers. The slides, questions, and language used for this 

event was English and many Chinese students seemed to enjoy it. The QUIZ game was hosted by 

a senior CCE graduate student to keep the atmosphere more relaxing. This outdoor (as verses 

indoor) banquet was slightly costly, but was substantially worth it considering its positive aspects. 

We shall therefore continue doing it next year. 

 

5. Financial Accounts 

                                                                                   

Revenue 

Center for Combustion Energy, Tsinghua University                  ￥84,654 

Registration Fee                          ￥417,000 

Student (￥1,000/person for 336 participants)                   336,000 

Non-student (￥1,500/person for 54 participants)                81,000 
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Combustion Institute ($48,000)                      ￥340,800 

Total Revenue                          ￥842,454 

                                                                                   

Expenditure 

Organization and Facilities                        ￥312,984 

Facilities (lecture room, shuttle bus, etc.)                            84,500 

Office supplies and publicity materials (including video and picture taking)   50,694 

Labor                  207,799                                            

Lecturers’ Expense (honoraria, airfare, local expenses, etc.)                 ￥253,900 

Participants’ Expense                          ￥245,570 

Book of lecture notes (708 books)           16,953 

Delegate packages                        46,615 

Meals (dining cards:￥200 * 334)           66,800 

Special functions (reception & farewell gatherings)        115, 202 

Total Expenditure                          ￥842,454 

                                                                                    

(The currency used in the budget is Chinese RMB. The exchange rate is 1 USD = 7.1 RMB) 


